Southeast Climate Adaptation Science Center
Global Change Research Fellows Program

Building capacity for the next generation of scientists by providing financial, scientific, and professional development support for Consortium graduate students interested in multi-disciplinary global change research.

Program Eligibility
- Incoming/current Masters or PhD student
- Commitment to global change research

Funding
- Tuition
- Competitive stipends + health insurance for one year

Benefits
- Networking
- Diverse community of students & faculty
- Professional development

Capacity Building
- Climate Adaptation Science Retreat
- Global Change Seminar Series

Learn more about the program & meet some of our fellows! go.ncsu.edu/global-change-fellows
"My favorite part of being a Global Change Fellow is meeting the diversity of people all working toward the same goal. Connecting with professionals in other disciplines is so important for tackling an issue as large as climate change, as well as for challenging me to think outside the box on my own research."

- Murry Burgess, 2022-2023 Fellow  
PhD, Fisheries, Wildlife, and Conservation Biology, NC State University  
Instructor, MS State University

WHERE DO OUR FELLOWS FIND EMPLOYMENT?

- Academia
- Federal Government
- Private Industry
- State Government
- Non-governmental organizations